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ABSTRACT
With the continuous technology scaling,
interconnects are more and more significant in power
consumption evaluation. In on-chip buses this effect is
more evident because due to the long wire length there
is more interconnects, thus, it is more susceptible for
crosstalk effects.
In the present paper we present an approach to
minimize the crosstalk effects on power consumption
in on-chip buses. Experimental results show that is
possible improves the correlation between adjacent
bus lines up to 23,5% and consequently the power
consumption in a switching bus.

1. INTRODUCTION
Significant amount of power dissipated in a chip
derives from on-chip buses. As the number of intrachip modules increases the number of on-chip buses
connecting these modules will increase as well as the
need for significant data transfer and power
dissipation. Due to the long wire length, in on-chip
buses there are more sensitive to the crosstalk effect.
Crosstalk Effects do not affect only performance, they
affect power consumption as well [1]. Because onchip buses are more sensitive to the crosstalk effects,
they cannot be considered as a regular signal net in
evaluating power dissipation.
Bus delay is negligible as in comparison to
combinational blocks delay on clock period [4], for
this reason in this paper the delay caused by crosstalk
is not taken into consideration.
Crosstalk happens when at least one wire switches,
in a pair of coupled wires. The aggressor wire induces
a voltage variation in the victims. Therefore, when
adjacent bus lines are switching in opposite directions
the coupling capacitance between them leads to
crosstalk, causing noise in adjacent lines impacting in
timing and power of a signal on a chip.
Most of related works concern with crosstalk
effects mainly in timing [3, 4 and 5]. To deal with
crosstalk effects there are many techniques proposed
recently that focus on energy minimization, Many of
them utilize coding schemes to minimizing the

number of simultaneous transitions on adjacent bus
lines, as seen in [6, 7]. Other different techniques that
involves physical design explore add some extra space
between the lines of the on-chip bus, but this
techniques have impacts on area [2].
In this paper is presented an optimization method
for on-chip bus positioning. This paper purposes a
method to optimize the ordering of each bus line so
that crosstalk power is minimized.
In section 2, the Correlation Computation
Algorithm is presented, the algorithm is utilized to
obtain the correlation values between adjacent bus
lines from different buses. Section 3 describes the bus
placement optimization implemented to arrange bus
lines according their switching correlation. Finally,
section 4 correlate results
between switching
transition lines are evaluated statistically utilizing
known benchmarks.
2. CORRELATION COMPUTATION
ALGORITHM
Correlation between lines shows how many times
one line switches equally then other line adjacent, for
this reason is important note that a bigger correlation
between lines, results in less crosstalk effects in the
victim line.
To calculate correlation between the module
outputs, the values that will bus is defined as the
proportion between the number of times that one
output pin has the same value from another output pin
and all input possibilities in output results. For every
input value, a comparison are made for each output set
and a variable are incremented always that equal
values are founded.
To save all data the structure utilized are a squared
matrix called Co-relation Matrix, the output values are
in rows and columns. Following the Co-relation
Matrix evaluation, the variable with the number of
coincidences is divided by input statistic arrangement.
Figure 1 shows a pseudocode of the Correlation
Algorithm. The Co-relation Matrix (CM), “oresult” is
the output data vector for a given input vector,
“vectorO” is the vector of outputs and the input vector
is “vectorI. The function GenerateInput is a function
that provide a set of inputs that never repeats.
“Fresult” is a function that calculates output due to

input vector. “Matrix” is the matrix with desired
correlated
results.
number_of_inputs
and
number_of_outputs are the number of elements in
output and input vectors respectively.
1. Correlation(CM){
2.
Int I=0;
3. while(I<statistic_arrangement(number_of_inputs, 2)){
4.
GenerateInput(vectorI);
5.
Int J=0;
6.
while (J!=number_of_output){
7.
oresult[J]=Fresult(vectorI, vectorO[J]);
8.
J++;
9.
}
10.
J=0;
11.
while(J!=number_of_output){
12.
K=J+1;
13.
while(K!=number_of_output-1){
14.
if (OutputsResult[J]==OutputsResult[K])
15.
Matrix[J][K]++;
16.
K++;
17.
}
18.
J++;
19.
}
20. I++;
21.
}
22. I=0;
23. while(I!= number_of_outputs){
24.
J=0;
25.
while(J!= number_of_outputs){
26.
temp=statistic_arrangement(number_of_inputs, 2);
27.
Matrix[J][K]=Matrix[J][K]/ temp;
28.
J++;
29.
}
30.
I++;
31. }

Figure 1: Pseudo code to generate the Co-relation
Matrix.
According to pseudocode in figure 1, the
algorithm fills the CM passed as function Correlation
parameter with correlation value calculated for each
input. First while compares if I is minor then the
statistic arrangement of number of inputs, then, it
generates the input vector and it calculates the
function oresult for one output according the input
vector generated before. After this calculus, another
while, could be a for, generates the matrix. Finally the
last two while will create the correlation matrix with
the correlation values calculated as a statistic
arrangement of every matrix entry. The complexity is
of order O(n²), it depends on number of outputs.
3. BUS PLACEMENT OPTIMIZATION
The Co-relation Matrix generated by Correlation
Function can be represented by a fully connected
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Figure 2: Correlated graph where every node is
an output and the edges are the distances between
nodes.
undirected graph (clique). The objective is to solve the
outputs in the minimum cost order. This cost is the
sum of output Correlation with their neighbors.
To solve the minimum path algorithm is necessary
decrease Y from each element as seem in equation (1).
“Correlation_Value” is acquired from the algorithm
described in section 2. Y is a constant and its value is
100 in order to express the total correlation. By this
way, the maximum correlation between bus lines is
100% and the minimum is 0%.
Distance = Y – Correlation_Value

(1)

A search algorithm is derived from Travelling
Salesman Problem (TSP) and applied to find the
minimum path in the correlation graph. The algorithm
will depart from one node and will search through all
the graph nodes only one time. It will repeat until all
graph nodes were search from all pattern possibilities.
First it is necessary choose one graph node to initiate
the search, then all distance from this node is
compared with all other nodes and then save all
possible paths. The actual path will be chosen by the
minimum cost from one node to another, from the
actual node will be taken all directions to other nodes
and saved in a queue. As seem in equation (2), the
ActualCost” is the sum of all distance between the
nodes visited and ”Distance” is calculated in equation
(1).
Cost= ActualCost – Distance

(2)

Observe Figure 2. Let A, B, C and D be bus lines
from an on-chip bus represented as graph nodes and
the edges ab, ac, ad, bc, cd and bd are distances
between the nodes whose values acquired with
equation (1). Every node has an edge to each node in
graph assuming all possibilities to find the adjacent
bus line.
For each best path reached from one node to
another, the Bus Positioning Optimization Algorithm
save the data in a queue with possible paths to trace.
This queue is organized by priority, smaller is the cost
higher will be the priority.

4. CASE STUDY
Benchmarks
The matrix bellow shows the on-chip bus lines
correlation values calculated in section 2.

(3)
In the generated matrix in (3), rows and columns
are obtained by the output values correlations. First, a
matrix is generated with the original disposal as the
example in Figure 2. As the example above,
originally, the given order by the blif file is ABCD.
Running the optimization algorithm described in the
last section, first it will start from a initial node, let it
be node A. Node A has connections with all other
nodes with different correlation values, then the
algorithm will run and decide the best cost value to
the next output node. According the matrix, the best
cost will be to node D, where the edge ab has the
minimum cost. After deciding which node will be
adjacent from node A, the next node will be D and the
connections to the remaining node will be evaluated.
In this example the correlated node-to-node D will be
C and then consequently till no more nodes left.
After the bus positioning optimization algorithm
the best order due to the switching is ADCB according
the correlation information seem in the matrix (3).
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section presents the simulation and algorithm
results evaluation. In this paper the benchmarks are
blif files acquired from Conferences. The results of
this algorithm are commented in section 4.
Table 1 shows the benchmarks. These benchmarks
represent intra chip modules where the input and
output data are switching in intra-chip buses. These
provide the data that will traffic in bus and power
consumed will depend of switching pattern. First the
correlation value is calculated for the original
benchmark circuit, and then is possible to obtain the
correlation value optimized after running the
optimization algorithm.
As seem in table 1, the results allow to evaluate
the correlation between bus lines. The algorithm
improves the correlation between bus lines and in any
case it was minimized, the improvement in correlation
values was up to 26,5 % and proves the algorithm
efficiency. A big correlation value means that adjacent
wires will have a similar pattern switching and a small
value indicates that crosstalk effects will be more
expressive because most of switching will be in
opposite directions. Correlation Cost values equal 50
means that a correlation improvement will not happen.
As seem in table 1, a correlation improvement results
in minor power consumption. Some Correlation Cost
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7
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7
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Correlation Cost
Improvement With
Optimization Algorithm (%)
13.50
2,47
10,05
0 (same order as original)
0 (same order as original)
26,50
13,05

Table1: Correlation results and power
consumption simulation results for the benchmarks.
Improvement are zero, it means that the bus ordering
result will be the same as the original.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Simulation results show significant difference up
to 26,5%. Here in this paper was presented a
Correlation Algorithm that calculates the correlation
values between bus lines and a bus line placement
optimization algorithm. Choosing bus line adjacent
lines by correlation values show that is possible
minimize the power consumption in on-chip bus.
Simulation results in [9] for a 65nm technology
indicate a significant difference up to 40,95% in
power consumption for a 1mm bus according the
switching. This is a preliminary work and according
simulation results, the
minimization on power
consumption expected are about 15%, it shows that
crosstalk effects cannot be underestimated and
ordering bus lines conform their switching can
minimize power consumption.
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